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Abstract

The TOUTATIS code is devoted to the PCI local phenoma simulation, in correlation with the
METEOR code for the global behaviour of the fuel rod. More specifically, TOUTATIS objective is to
evaluate the mechanical constraints on the cladding during a power transient thus predicting its
behaviour in term of stress corrosion cracking. Based upon the finite element computation code
CASTEM 2000, TOUTATIS is a set of modules written in a macro language. The aim of this paper is
to present both code modules.
• The axysimetric bi-dimensionnal module, modeling a unique block pellet.
• The tri dimensionnal module modeling a radially fragmented pellet.

Having showed the boundary conditions and the algorithms used, the application will be
illustrated by:

• A short presentation of the bidimensionnal axisymetric modeling performances as well as its
limits.

• The enhancement due to the tri dimensionnal modeling will be displayed by sensitivity studies to
the geometry, in this case the pellet height/diameter ratio.

• Finally, we will show up the easiness of the development inherent to the CASTEM 2000 system
by depicting the process of a modeling enhancement by adding the possibility of an axial
(horizontal) fissuration of the pellet.

As a conclusion, the future improvements planned for the code are depicted.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cladding being the first barrier against the risk of radioactive products dissemination, its
integrity is of critical importance for safety. One of the identified risks taken into account is
the SCC rupture risk. This risk is induced, on the one hand by the mechanical interaction
between the pellet, dilated thermally and/or by swelling, and the cladding, and on the other
hand by corrosive fission products such as iodine. This risk is an especially sensitive issue
during a class 2 incidental operation, characterised by an important power transient.

An ambitious project is therefore to bring comprehensive and remedies elements to PCMI
situations. The TOUTATIS code [1], developed at CEA/DRN, is part of software tools set
used in the course of this project in conjunction with the METEOR code [2] for the rod global
behaviour simulation and with experimental programs. Its goal is to reproduce the phenomena
involved in a PCMI situation and to give a qualitative evaluation of the relative importance of
system parameters.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM TO BE MODELLED

The goal to achieve is the modelling, as precise as possible of a fuel rod section and of the
various phenomena that occur within. Physically, the system can be represented on a local
scale, by a cylindrical pellet of h length (possibly dished and/or grooved), and by the
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corresponding section of cladding -a hollow cylinder. Phenomena involved in the pellet
cladding system are complex [3]; however, they can be classified by their nature:

i. Physical phenomena

• At early stage of irradiation, the fuel is subjected to a densification phenomenon due to the
UO2 sintering. To this mechanism is superseded a swelling induced by the crystalline
UO2 irradiation damage.

• Moreover, during rod irradiation, neutronal reactions induce fission products creation; the
main part of those products stay trapped in the fuel, another part is released in the pellet
cladding gap, thus elevating the rod pressure. Furthermore, the fission products dissolved
in the fuel pellet cause its noticeable swelling during thermal transient.

ii. Thermal phenomena

• The important power source released by the neutron fission, as well as the UO2 low
thermal conductivity, induce an important thermal gradient, particularly in the fuel;
resulting thermal dilatations, significantly more important in the centre part of the pellet,
cause the pellet to adopt a "hourglassing" shape. The associated stresses lead to a pellet
fragmentation at an early stage of the rod life.

iii. Mechanical phenomena in steady state operation

• The purely mechanical part of the system load is restricted to the pressure involved :
coolant pressure on the cladding outside, and rod inner pressure on the pellet and the inner
side of the cladding. The differential pressure associated to the neutron flux induces the
cladding creep towards the centre of the system, thus resulting in the pellet cladding gap
reduction. This reduction, accelerated by the fuel swelling, leads to a total filling of the
gap : there is then Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction (PCMI).
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FIG. 1. Physical phenomena in the fuel rod.
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1- Study sensitivity to parameters
2- best estimate the cladding mechanical
behaviour
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FIG. 2. Thermomechanical phenomena occurring during irradiation.

3. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The objectives worked towards by the TOUTATIS code development are to understand and
to model the various mechanisms linked to PCMI in order to best estimate the resu1+iVvnr ™A

failure. To achieve this goal, the software tool takes into account phenomena detailea oeiow.
Various elements of the TOUTATIS model are also detailed.

3.1 System spatial modelling

The pattern adopted in TOUTATIS reproduces the local behaviour of the system. It is
depicted by a section of the fuel pile, most often half of a pellet, and its corresponding
cladding section.

TOUTATIS refers to a set of two modules, the first one being devoted to an axisymmetrical
two-dimensional model, while the second one is based on a three-dimensional model.

cladding

pellet

pellet

Hsme geserati'sg the
rod

FIG. 3. The modelled rod is
generated by rotation and
symmetries of the simulated
plane.

cladding

Vo'kmxe gSRsratiK
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FIG. 4. The modelled rod is
generated by symmetry of the
simulated volume with respect to
its symmetry planes.
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The 2D module is based on an axisymmetrical representation of half a pellet and models the
hourglassing pellet shape involved by the quasi parabolic temperature distribution in the fuel.

This model reproduces the primary ridge formation on the cladding at inter pellet level, due to
the PCI. However, it underestimates the ridge amplitude.

To reduce this insufficiency, taking into account the radial pellet fragmentation is necessary.
The 3D model represents, contrary to the 2D one, both radial and circumferential oxide
fragmentation and reproduces, for instance, the fragment spacing created by the bulging of
contact surfaces. User can chose the number of fragments of his model.

The modelled volume (hatched) is a part (here one eighth) of the a pellet volume and the
corresponding section of cladding. By symmetries, this volume can be considered as
representative of the whole rod.

3.2 Main modelled mechanisms

hi addition to thermal dilatation and elastic/plastic deformations, the modelled mechanisms
are mainly:

i. densification and solid swelling of the oxide;
ii. creep as the effect of various system loadings (mechanical, thermal, contact

forces);
iii. mechanical contacts between pellet and cladding as well as between pellet

fragments
iv. Gaseous swelling and other fission products induced phenomena can be taken

into account by a link with the METEOR software.

3.3 General principles

TOUTATIS allows power ramp simulations (reactor start or stop), after or not steady state
operation. Those situations represent respectively incidental and normal operations of the
reactor.

The software computes slow transients depicted as a succession of permanent states or
"periods". The notion of period corresponds to a time lapse during which temperature
variation can be neglected so it may be considered as constant. As a result, temperature is
computed once for the whole "period".

It is to be noticed that instantaneous plastic deformations and creep deformations can not be
computed simultaneously with the code present version. As a result, each permanent state is
divided into two successive "periods" at the same power level (consequently their thermal
states are very close): a short plasticity period, and a period corresponding to creep (Fig. 6).
The soft algorithm can be summed up (Fig. 5):

The algorithm is composed of three nested loops. The inner loop called thermal convergence
loop calculates the system thermal state at the beginning of the current period. The
interdependence between mechanical (geometry, contact pressure) and thermal parameters
(heat exchange laws in the gap), makes it necessary to adopt an iterative scheme to compute a
coherent thermomechanical state.
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FIG. 5. Algorithm FIG. 6. Computing scheme.

Therefore, there are successive calculations of the steady thermal solution, for the first period
instant, then mechanical calculation of the system geometry, the new thermal solution
corresponding to the geometry just calculated..., until there is convergence. When
convergence is reached, this thermal state is considered as established and valid to the end of
the period; it is therefore possible to carry out the computation of the mechanical state to the
end of the period with the temperature previously determined.

To be schematic, thermomechanical computations are done as follows:

Initial time thermal

constant power

Initial time
Mechanical computation

Mechanical computation
At other instants

\\i
Thermal convergence

A « period »

FIG. 7. Computation of a "period".

3.4. Boundary conditions

The symmetries are used at their best to reduce the model spatial dimension : pellets are
supposed to be symmetric with regard to their mid level plane, the cladding being a hollow
cylinder whose length is infinite in respect to the section modelled (Fig. 8). It can be noticed
that those conditions don't allow an axial power variation to be taken into account on the
pellet height, and there is no edge effect modelled at the top or the bottom of the fuel pile up.
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The 2D axisymmetric model simulates the PCMI by a non-interpenetrating condition between
pellet and cladding meshes. Furthermore, a punctual hooking between pellet and cladding at
the first contact points can be added (Fig. 9).

The three-dimensional module models an angular sector of the system. It is thus assumed that
the radial cracks are evenly disposed. The module simulates PCMI by a single non
interpenetrating condition between pellet and cladding meshes, which means it supposes there
is sliding at the pellet cladding interface.

To improve the model prediction, it is possible to add an axial hooking between pellet and
cladding to impose a binding of their axial deformations after the first contact. However, at
the present stage, the stress concentration in front of the pellet crack isn't represented since
rubbing at the pellet-cladding interface isn't modelled. A plane 2D model is in progress to
analyse this point.

• Fuel rod rrcdel

• H-Onthedefbrmsd strudue

Qboundary
conditions

•Model reproduces the
hourglassing effect

•Madeldoesnttake
fragiTBitaHon into account

Boundary conditions for a PCMI model

ftirt 2; daddre part j^a bdavccrtact

FIG. 8. Bidimensional model. FIG. 9. PCMI modelling.
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FIG. 10. 3D model.
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FIG. 11. 3D module boundary conditions.

4. TOUTATIS APPLICATION : POWER RAMPS

One of the issues undertaken by CEA is to understand and predict the fuel rod
thermomechanical behaviour, specially under incidental situation. To achieve this, the
TOUTATIS code is used in conjunction with experimental irradiation programs made on both
fresh and irradiated material. The software gives estimation of factors such as stresses during
power ramp, experimentally immeasurable. In return, measurable factors give an opportunity
to study the software liability and the model lacks.

Actually, experiments have two stages: possible irradiation in a power reactor during one or
more cycles, followed by non-destructive examinations, then a power transient "power ramp"
reproducing incidental reactor environment.

A forecast simulation, usually between the two stages, or before the experiment when dealing
with a fresh material, is used for intermediate geometric comparison and to decide the power
ramp characteristics.

Finally, the fuel rod undergoes non-destructive, then destructive examination, which show the
mechanical system state. TOUTATIS is then used to understand and analyse the results ;
simulation computes the cladding stress, an important factor for the SCC. The teaching
collected is then used to estimate and improve software liability.

This point, although a major TOUTATIS application, has already been exposed [4, 5], both
with 2D and 3D models. It is interesting to remind the main conclusions about the 2D model:
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i. It displays "hourglass" shape of the pellet, allowing the formation of primary
ridges at inter pellet level.

ii. Undervaluing pellet flexibility, it tends to overestimate primary ridges height,
iii. It does not reproduce mid-pellet secondary ridges.

Those inherent weaknesses make it necessary to apply a three dimensional modelling for
some tasks.

5. 3D MODEL APPLICATION

The second main scope of TOUTATIS application is the simulation of idealised cases in order
to study the sensitivity to parameters. The principles of those surveys is to simulate an
idealised irradiation historic, and to point out the effect of a parameter modification, be it
geometric (initial pellet-cladding gap, chamfer...) or physical (creep law), on the SCC-
important factors. The research aims at determining the effect of the H/D geometric ratio on
the cladding stresses during PCMI.

In order to achieve this survey, three geometries (Fig. 12) will be considered. As 3D
modelling will be used, all of the three systems will have radially fragmented pellets;
furthermore, one of them will include transversally fragmented pellet, whereas the two others
(referred as "undamaged" or "unfragmented"), will include transversally unfragmented pellet.

TOUTATIS will be used to simulate those systems undergoing an incidental power transient,
as described at the paragraph 4, after a 2 cycles irradiation at nominal power (Fig. 13). The
goal is to study differences induced, in term of cladding stresses, by the modification of the
pellet geometry. Furthermore, it will be interesting do determine whether a shorter pellet has a
different behaviour than a transversally fragmented longer pellet.

As the aim is to compute the SCC characteristic elements, it is of primary importance to study
stresses at the "critical point" (Fig. 14), point of the cladding inner surface, at inter-pellet
level, in front of the pellet crack. Other factors, such as deformations, upon which comparison
with experiments can be based, will be considered.

This simulation being a sensitivity study, it can not be compared to experimental results.
However, it is possible to use classical, average profilometries to compare it. We have two
factors of comparison for the system including the longest pellet:

Histcriques de puistanc*

Critical point

FIG. 12. Three geometries. FIG. 13. Power history. FIG. 14. "Criticalpoint".
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11.

After 2 cycles of irradiation at nominal power, a primary ridge should be noticed on the
cladding deformation, but the secondary ridge phenomenon should be minimal, if at all
perceptible.
After the power ramp, a secondary ridge should have appeared.

The TOUTATIS calculated geometry (Fig. 15) after the 2 cycle irradiation (before power
ramp) for the two longest pellet systems shows a noticeable over-deformation at its mid-pellet
level. This fact, usual with a TOUTATIS simulation, seems to be a simulation of the
"secondary ridge" which could have slightly appeared before power ramp. However, in the
case of the system including an unfragmented pellet, this phenomenon is suprising by its
amplitude which doesn't correspond to experiment constatations.

The system configuration analysis shows that this over deformation at mid pellet level is due
to a remaining PCI after return to null power that can be explained by the reversion of the
hourglassing bending effect. Furthermore, results show that, in the simulation, such a situation
clearly depends on the pellet geometry, as there is no such constatation for the system with
the shortest pellet.

Cladding deformation at null power after 2 cycles at nominal power

FIG. 15. "Barrel" shaped pellet deformation after 2 cycles irradiation. FIG. 16. Structure.

The deformation of the system including fragmented pellet clearly shows a significant
reduction of the mid pellet overdeformation for the fragmented pellet although there is still a
slight PCMI effect at this location. The computed deformations thus present a more plausible
shape.

More interesting, we see that, even with a fragmented pellet, there is one primary ridge,
located at the dishing level. This can be explained by the fact that, in the simulation, every
pellet fragment is subject to the hourglassing effect before the first pellet cladding interaction
but, after contact, hourglassing effect tends to reduce on every fragment except for the dished
one (figure 17).
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Pellet fragments shape evolution during nominal power irradiation
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. 7 7. Pellet fragments shape evolution. FIG. 18. "Barrel"shape.

It seems that the axial binding condition imposed between pellet and cladding after their first
contact is of critical importance in this process, creating in conjunction with the fuel swelling
an axial load to the pellet. The hourglassing effect is due to the fact that the internal part of the
pellet, by far the hottest, tends to axially expand more than the external part; this axial
expansion is eased by the dishing presence which allows free expansion, but is restrained
elsewhere as the axial load created by contact between pellet fragments tend to inverse
hourglassing effect and to create a "barrel" shape (Fig. 18).

As mentioned above, in, power ramp situation, there is an important reduction of the cladding
deformation for the short pellet based system. This seems logical, since the hourglassing
effect, which involves cladding radial displacements at inter pellet level, is linked to the pellet
height. As a result, the stress analysis shows a stress reduction (Fig. 19).

At the opposite, one major finding of this survey is that differences on the simulation
calculated profilometries at null power for a fragmented pellet do not imply significant
differences on the major SCC parameter which is stress in power ramp. Figure 19 shows that
there is almost no difference of stress evolution during power ramp between a system
including an undamaged pellet and a system including an axially fragmented pellet, the
shortest -undamaged- pellet involving lower stresses. A pellet, even fragmented, tends to
behave as a whole element because of the boundary conditions.

Finally, at power peak, the central -undished- fragment, compressed by contacts, tends to
warp outside, thus creating a "secondary ridge" that remains after power ramp (Fig. 20).

Stresses during power ramp Cladding deformation at null power after power ramp

— Cracked pel let system

— Shorter pelet system

— Undamaged pelet xyster

0,00 0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,1 S 0,18 0,20

- • - Unfragmented pellet systeir
H H Fragmented peHet system
—•— Shorter pellet system

Fig. 19. Stress evolution during power ramp. Fig. 20. "Secondary ridge ".
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Shorter pellet tends to have effect both on the deformations and on the cladding stresses,
because of a reduction of the hourglassing effect.

Axial fragmentation modelling improves verisimilitude of the deformation results.
Furthermore, it tends to show the lack of primary ridge at non dished levels. However, it does
not seem to have any significant effect on the primary SCC parameters, since axial loads tend
to make the fragmented system in irradiation to behave closer to an unfragmented one than to
a set of smaller ones (Figs 21 and 22).

Cladding deformation at power peak Cladding deformation in reactor after 2cycles at nominal power

/**
•Undamaged pellet system

-^"Fragmented pellet system
Shorter pellet system

Dtetanc«tolnMrp*IM|
distance to infer p*IMt plan*

Fig. 21. Clad deformation at power peak. Fig. 22. Cladding deformation at Pmm.

6. CONCLUSION

In the framework of the CEA/DRN project for understanding and modelling the PCMI
mechanisms during power ramps, software tools are developed. Among them, TOUTATIS
code is devoted to model the local thermal mechanical effects at the pellet scale. In this
objective, it is based on the general finite element computer code CASTEM 2000, and refined
meshes are used, hi its present version, two modules are available : 3D and 2D axisymetric
models, the former taking into account pellet fragmentation. Regarding the mechanical
conditions at the pellet-cladding interface, sliding or fixed boundaries are added after the first
contact. The modelling of the rubbing effect is in progress.

Sensitivity study to the pellet geometry has been performed. Calculations show that lowest
stresses are obtained when a short pellet is considered. In addition with the radial pellet
fragmentation, a development has been recently made to model the axial fragmentation. This
development contributes to obtain a better evaluation of the cladding ridges due to the PCMI
effect.
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